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TABLES & BENCHES QUALYLINE

The thickness of the bench wood is 30 mm (PREMIUM Line) and 28 mm 
(CLASSIC Line), the table wood thickness is 25 mm (PREMIUM Line) and 22 mm 
(CLASSIC Line). 

The standard length for the wooden boards for the tables and benches is 
2,20 m (boards with 2,00 m length are made on request).
The height of the standing table is 77, 5 cm, uniform for all available measure-
ments, while the standing benches have a height of 48 cm.

Dimensions

Transport container for tables and benches
- Constructed entirely of hot dip galvanized steel
- Stackable
- Functional, easy, secure and practical
The transport container in the standard size ensures space economic transport 
and storage of up to 20 tables and 40 benches. 
Transport containers for 15 and 25 sets are also available on request.
The containers can be handled from all sides with a forklift or pallet truck.

Benches with backrest
Available only for the series PREMIUM.

Base frame
Powder coated (PREMIUM Line)

The frames are mounted to the tables using galvanized bolts and stop nuts.
The snap release mechanism to open and close the table is also galvanized. 

The stacking laths are fixed to the table boards with screws and specialized glue.  
The table of the PREMIUM Line with a width of 80 cm is delivered with a wider 
base frame.

The steel frame of the PREMIUM Line is constructed of angle iron profiles of 
30x30x3 mm, which are bent into shape in a single piece without the use of 
welding. The hanger to lock the table in the open position is made of 10 mm 
strong round steel. The base frame is powder coated after the initial preparation.

The base frame of the CLASSIC Line is made of 30x30x2,5 mm angle iron.
The hanger to lock the table in the open position is made of flat steel. 
After the initial preparation, the base frame is surface treated with an “immer-
sion method” and then varnished.

80 cm

67 cm
50 cm Wood colours

ocher (standard)
orange (on request and by order of a minimum quantity)
natural (on request and by order of a minimum quantity)

ocher

orange 

natural 

25 cm

27 cm

Dimensions tables
220x50 cm
220x67 cm
220x80 cm

Dimensions benches
220x25 cm

on request 
220x27 cm
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premium. functional. modular.PRODUCT LINES

+ QUALYLINE Garden
 Table
 Made of coniferous wood, treated and varnished with specialized 
 varnishes for the exterior.
 Economic use of storage space thanks to the foldable frame made of 
 hot-dip galvanized steel.
 Table dimensions 110 x 70 cm, weight 24 kg

 Chair
 Made of coniferous wood, treated and varnished with specialized 
 varnishes for the exterior. 
 Curved backrest for greatest comfort.
 Minimum storage space requirement thanks to the practical folding 

mechanism. Weight 7 kg

Made in
SOUTH 
TYROL+ QUALYLINE Premium

 Made with Coniferous wood.
 Varnished with special UV varnish, treated twice on the upper side of the 

board and once on the underside. The stacking laths are varnished and 
secured to the table with specialized wood glue and screws. 

 The benches are also available with backrests on request.

Dimensions  
tables

Dimensions  
benches

Wood colours  
standard

Wood colours  
on request

220x50 cm 220x25 cm ocher natural

220x67 cm on request  
220x27 cm

orange

220x80 cm

+ QUALYLINE Mini
 Made with Coniferous wood.
 Varnished with special UV varnish, treated twice on the upper side of the 

board and once on the underside. 
 The stacking laths are varnished and secured to the table with specialized 

wood glue and screws. The perfect solution when space is tight.

Dimensions  
tables

Dimensions  
benches

Wood colours  
standard

Wood colours  
on request

160x60 cm 160x25 cm natural -

+ QUALYLINE Classic 
 Made with Coniferous wood.
 Varnished with special UV varnish, treated twice on the upper and the 

underside of the board. The stacking laths are varnished and secured to 
the table with specialized wood glue and screws. 

Dimensions  
tables

Dimensions  
benches

Wood colours  
standard

Wood colours  
on request

220x50 cm 220x25 cm walnut natural

220x67 cm

220x80 cm

NEW



QUALYTENT – the FOLDING TENTS

www.qualytent.itwww.qualyline.it

QUALYTENT produced by

QR code generated on http://qrcode.littleidiot.be

I-39040 Campo di Trens (BZ) | Zona Artigianale Reifenstein 25 | Tel +39 0472 760 874 | Fax +39 0472 762 861 | info@futura-solutions.it
I-39040 Freienfeld (BZ) | Gewerbezone Reifenstein 25 | Tel +39 0472 760 874 | Fax +39 0472 762 861 | info@futura-solutions.it

+ Folding tents QUALYTENT
 High quality, functional and 

modular, endlessly expandable 
and diversely applicable

+ QUALYTENT Premium
 100 % Made in Italy

+ Innovative folding technique
 Robust and stable, whilst at the 

same time easy to handle und 
set up or taken down within a 
very short time

+ The perfect solution for
 every event 
 Attractive exhibition stand or 

kiosk, welcoming party tent or 
comfortable festival tent, soli-
tary tent or whole tent village

+ Ideal display for your adver-
tising message 

 Roof and sidewalls available in 
various colours or with individ-
ual prints

+ Customized products
 QUALYTENT Shop or
 QUALYTENT Village or 
 QUALYTENT Rescue for first 

aid deployment

+ Accessories for QUALYTENT
 Floor systems, lighting and 

heating, tables, chairs and 
benches …


